1) How do I access the GoMath curriculum?
There are two options for accessing the GoMath curriculum:
- Go to lps.org and type “HRW” in the search box
- On the LPS “Portal” look for the blue icon that says “HRW Dashboard”

2) What is included in the Student Edition?
- The student edition is essentially the online textbook. Students can navigate their way through the lessons and look at examples, practice problems, and view homework.
- Here is a brief overview of the provided supports in the Student Edition. Students can click directly from the Student Edition to access these supports:
  - **Math on the Spot Video**: Students can watch a short video walking them through an example.
  - **Personal Math Trainer**: Students can practice problems and get immediate feedback. On the personal math trainer, students can also view examples, see a problem worked out step-by-step, and watch a video for even more support.
  - **Selected Answers**: Students can click on this icon to see selected (not all!) answers from the problems in the textbook.

3) What are the features of the Interactive Student Edition?
- The Interactive Student Edition takes the material from the Student Edition and places it in a more engaging format for students. The Interactive Student Edition walks students through the lesson step-by-step. Students are required to answer problems before moving on to the next step.
- The Interactive Student Edition is a great resource for students who have been absent, who need more practice, or who just want to build their math skills!
- The last two sections of any Interactive Student Edition lesson have students practicing problems from that lesson. There are many built in supports for each problem like viewing an example, seeing an example worked out step-by-step, watching a video tutorial, and a link back to the lesson in the original textbook. While working on these problems, students receive immediate feedback to check their progress.

4) How do students complete homework using GoMath?
- When a teacher assigns homework through the GoMath website, the assignment shows up on the student’s Dashboard. The student is able to click on the homework and begin working immediately.
- As students are completing assignments, they have access to multiple support levels including examples, step-by-step examples, video tutorials, and textbook access.